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  academic writing,  158, 159–60   
  accents,  105, 128, 129   
  accuracy and fl uency,  1–2   
  accuracy testing,  173–8  

  computer testing,  178   
  frequently used test items, 

 174–7   
  practical tips,  178    

  activation, teacher 
questioning,  228–9   

  activator role of the teacher, 
 16, 17   

  active-passive activities, 
variation in lessons,  22   

  adolescent learners 
  ability to learn languages, 

 256–8   
  teaching methods  264–8    

  adult learners,  268–70  
  ability to learn languages, 

 256–8   
  business English (BE),  269   
  considerations and issues,  268   
  English for academic 

purposes (EAP),  269   
  English for Special/Specifi c 

Purposes (ESP),  38, 216, 
217, 270,  298    

  general English classes,  269   
  teaching methods and 

materials,  269   
  types of adult classes, 

 269–70    
  adverbial phrases,  39   
  adverbs,  39   
  affi xes,  76   
  age of learners,  256–70  

  and ability to learn 
languages,  256–8   

  concentration span,  258   
  critical period hypothesis,  256   
  discipline and cooperation 

in children,  258   

  implicit versus explicit 
learning,  258   

  motivation,  258   
  teaching adolescents,  264–8   
  teaching adults,  268–70   
  teaching young learners, 

 258–64    
  alphabet 

  concept,  136   
  learning a new alphabet, 

 138–9   
  learning letters,  138–40   
  learning to write letters, 

 153–7    
  answering questions, listening 

activity,  110   
  antonyms,  62,  298    
  appropriateness of words,  62   
  assessment and testing, 

 167–83  
  administering tests in the 

class,  182–3   
  alternative assessment,  169   
  continuous assessment,  169   
  formative assessment,  168   
  functions of assessment,  167   
  giving a fi nal grade,  170–2   
  grammar,  84–6   
  portfolio,  170   
  practical tips,  183   
  self-assessment,  169–70   
  speaking fl uency 180–1   
  summative assessment, 

 167–8   
  teacher assessment,  169   
  test papers,  211   
  testing accuracy,  173–8   
  testing comprehension, 

 178–82   
  testing fl uency 180–1   
  tests,  168–9   
  tests of overall vocabulary 

knowledge,  73   

 Index 

   Page numbers in italic indicate Glossary items . 
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  tests of target vocabulary, 
 71–2   

  tools,  168–70   
  types of assessment,  167–8    

  assessor role of the teacher,  17   
  asynchronous, defi nition,  298   
  asynchronous computer-

mediated interaction, 
 240–1   

  audio-lingualism,  7, 8   
  aural, defi nition,  298   
  authority of the teacher,  245, 

246   

    blended learning,  10, 214, 
239–42  

  asynchronous computer-
mediated interaction, 
 240–1   

  blogs,  241   
  computers,  239–40   
  email,  240, 241   
  instead of the lesson,  242   
  interactive whiteboard 

(IWB),  239   
  Learning Management 

System (LMS),  241   
  outside the lesson,  240–1   
  synchronous computer-

mediated interaction,  242   
  wikis,  240   
  within the lesson,  239–40    

  blogs,  3, 10, 213, 241   
  body language,  105   
  books for extensive reading, 

 210   
  bottom-up reading strategy, 

 135,  298    
  business English (BE),  269   

    CALL (Computer-Assisted 
Language Learning),  9   

  capital letters,  165   
  CEFR (Common European 

Framework of Reference), 
 65, 167, 170, 185, 188–9, 
 298    

  charismatic authority,  246   
  choral responses in lessons,  18   
  clarifi cation request,  95   
  classroom discipline,  244–54  

  advice for beginner teachers, 
 247–8   

  authority of the teacher, 
 245, 246   

  characteristics of a well-
disciplined classroom, 
 244–6   

  dealing with discipline 
problems,  248–51   

  defi nition,  244   
  problem scenarios and 

analysis,  251–4   
  strategies to help prevent 

problems,  249–50   
  student self-discipline,  248   
  what teachers can do to 

create it,  246–8   
  when the problem has 

‘exploded’,  250–1   
  when the problem is 

beginning,  250    
  classroom interaction,  228–42  

  blended learning,  239–42   
  computer-mediated,  240–2   
  group and pair work,  233–5   
  individual work,  235–9   
  teacher questioning,  228–33    

  classroom research,  295–6   
  CLIL (Content and Language 

Integrated Learning),  217, 
220–3,  298   

  aims,  220   
  and European Commission 

goals,  220   
  appropriate subjects,  222   
  implementation,  222   
  practical tips,  222–3   
  problems,  221–2   
  research fi ndings,  222   
  underlying assumptions, 

 220–1    
  ‘climbing a mountain’ 

metaphor,  14, 15   
  closed-ended activities,  298  
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  grammar test items,  85   
  questions,  229, 230   
  teacher questioning (IRF), 

 18    
  cloze tests,  72  

  listening activities,  109–10   
  reading comprehension 

testing,  179    
  ‘cognates’ reading task,  141   
  coherence of a text,  38–9, 135, 

136,  298    
  cohesion of a text,  38–9   
  cohesive devices,  39   
  co-hyponyms,  62,  298    
  collaboration,  18, 54, 55, 278, 

280   
  collocation,  61, 71,  298    
  combination words,  52   
  Common European 

Framework of Reference 
for Languages (CEFR),  65, 
167, 170, 185, 188–9, 
 298    

  communicative approach to 
teaching,  7, 8   

  comprehension check, 
interaction patterns,  19, 
20   

  comprehension of content 
  critical analysis,  29   
  detailed understanding,  29   
  general gist,  29   
  goals,  29   
  reading between the lines, 

 29    
  comprehension tasks,  32–4   
  comprehension teaching 

  comprehension tasks,  32–4   
  post-test comprehension 

questions,  31, 42   
  practical tips,  34   
  preparation,  30–1   
  presenting the topic,  30–1   
  pre-teaching vocabulary,  31   
  raising expectations and 

curiosity,  31   
  reading for understanding, 

 32    

  comprehension testing, 
 178–82   

  compulsory plus optional 
tasks,  279–80   

  computer-assisted language 
learning (CALL),  9   

  computer-mediated 
interaction 

  asynchronous,  240–1   
  synchronous,  242    

  computers 
  blended learning,  239–40   
  collaborative editing,  163   
  computerized teaching 

materials,  9–10   
  document sharing online, 

 163   
  individualized exercises, 

 237, 238   
  touch-typing skills,  156   
  testing using,  178, 181   
  typing in English,  156   
  word processor editing tools, 

 163    
  conditional clauses,  76   
  conferences for teachers, 

 293–4   
  conjunctions,  39   
  connotation,  62   
  consciousness-raising, 

grammatical features,  79   
  consonants, initial clusters, 

 130   
  ‘consulting a doctor’ 

metaphor,  14, 15   
  content,  216–25  

  and course objectives,  217   
  another subject of study 

(CLIL),  217   
  checking for underlying 

messages,  225–6   
  cultural content,  218–20   
  cultural issues,  216   
  defi nition,  216   
  hidden bias or prejudice, 

 225–6   
  linguistics,  217   
  literature,  217   
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  local environment,  216   
  moral, educational, political 

or social problems,  216   
  native English-speaking 

countries,  217   
  role of literature in an 

English course,  223–5   
  students’ experiences,  216   
  types of content,  216–7   
  world or general knowledge,  217   
  zero or trivial content,  216    

  Content and Language 
Integrated Learning  See    CLIL  

  content-based instruction 
(CBI),  220, 222     See also  
CLIL  

  continuous assessment,  169   
  ‘conversation’ metaphor,  14, 

15, 16   
  co-ordinate words,  62,  298    
  corpus,  65,  298    
  ‘correct the mistake’ grammar 

test  85   
  corrective feedback    See  error 

correction  
  coursebook,  9  

  adapting course materials, 
 203–9   

  advantages of,  197–9   
  alternatives to,  197   
  defi nition,  197   
  disadvantages of,  197–8   
  evaluation and selection, 

 199–203   
  texts,  28–9    

  creative assignments,  56   
  creative writing tasks,  158   
  critical analysis,  29   
  critical period hypothesis,  256, 

 298    
  cultural and linguistic 

diversity,  220   
  cultural background, student 

differences,  273   
  cultural content,  218–20  

  culture of native English-
speaking peoples,  218–19   

  culture of other speech 
communities,  219   

  global cultural norms,  219   
  home culture,  218    

  culture 
  and English teaching,  5–6   
  intercultural competence, 

 219–20    
  culture of learning,  274   
  cursive writing,  155   

    data projectors,  212   
  decoding, compared to 

reading,  133–4, 135, 136   
  deductive process,  81,  298    
  deliberate vocabulary teaching 

and learning,  64–5   
  denotation,  61   
  ‘describing pictures’ speaking 

activity,  122–3, 125   
  ‘description’ writing task,  158, 

159   
  desktop publishing,  213   
  ‘detecting mistakes’ listening 

activity,  109   
  ‘dialogues’ speaking activity, 

 122, 125   
  dictation tests,  72, 174, 176  

  ‘recall and share’ task,  165   
  review task,  70   
  spelling practice tasks,  164    

  dicto-gloss, listening activity,  110   
  differentiated teaching, 

defi nition,  298   
  diffi culty level, variation in a 

lesson,  22   
  digital materials,  212–14   
  digital recording,  213   
  digraphs,  139, 163,  298    
  direct method (approach to 

teaching),  7   
  discourse, defi nition,  298   
  discourse analysis,  30, 37–9  

  coherence,  38–9   
  cohesion,  38–9   
  genres,  37–8, 39   
  longer text genres,  37   
  shorter text genres,  37   
  structure,  38–9   
  style,  38    
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  document sharing online,
 163   

  drill, defi nition,  298   
  dual-choice questions, 

grammar,  85   
  dyslexia,  177   

    EAP (English for Academic 
Purposes) 269   

  ‘eating a meal’ metaphor,  14, 
15   

  e-books,  213   
  echoing student responses, 

 233   
  elicitation, oral correction,  95   
  elision, defi nition,  298   
   Ellumination Live!  program, 

 242   
  email,  2, 3, 58, 240, 241   
  English 

  as an international 
language,  4–6   

  different Englishes,  2, 4   
  different styles,  2   
  language standards,  4–5   
  literature and culture,  5–6   
  native-speaker teachers,  5   
  non-native-speaker teachers, 

 5   
  number of non-native 

speakers,  4    
  English for Academic Purposes 

(EAP),  269   
  English for Special/Specifi c 

Purposes (ESP),  38, 216, 
217, 270,  298    

  English-teaching websites, 
 212–13   

  ‘English words’ reading task, 
 141–2   

  entertainment, listening 
activities,  109   

  error correction,  44, 
88–99  

  attitudes to,  89–91   
  correcting each other,  91, 94   
  for and against,  88–9   
  goals of,  88–9   

  limitations and problems, 
 89   

  notice things that are right, 
 91   

  oral correction,  92–3, 94–6   
  potential to demoralize,  91   
  potential to humiliate,  90–1   
  power hierarchy issue,  90   
  praise good work,  91   
  process writing,  162   
  public correction,  91   
  speaking activities,  119–20   
  student preferences survey, 

 91–4   
  written correction,  92–3, 94, 

96–9    
  ESP (English for Special/

Specifi c Purposes),  38, 
216, 217, 270,  298    

  etymology, defi nition,  298   
  European Commission goals, 

role of CLIL,  220   
  explicit correction,  95   
  explicit teaching and learning, 

 7, 78–9, 258,  298    
  extensive language learning, 

 28–9   
  extensive reading,  146–7   
  extrinsic motivation,  10   

     Facebook ,  3, 10   
  facial expression,  105   
  familiarization with text, 

interaction patterns,  19, 
20   

  feedback 
  role of the teacher,  17     See 

also  error correction  
  speaking activities,  120   
  stage of a task,  50    

  ‘fi lling in the names of 
animals’ activity, 
adapting,  112–13, 114–5   

  fl ash cards,  212   
  fl uency and accuracy,  1–2   
  fl uency testing,  180–1  

  group or pair discussions, 
 181   
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  interview,  180   
  picture description,  181   
  presentation,  181    

  fl uent reading,  143–6  
  advice to students,  145–6   
  characteristics of,  143–6   
  content,  143, 144   
  different strategies,  143   
  language level,  143–4   
  motivation,  143, 145   
  prediction,  143, 145   
  purpose or task,  143, 145   
  scanning,  144   
  selective attention,  143, 144   
  skimming,  143, 144, 146   
  speed,  143, 144   
  teaching,  143–6   
  unknown vocabulary,  143, 

144    
  fl uent speech, correction 

during,  96   
  focused cloze tests,  72, 175, 

176   
  ‘football game’ metaphor,  14, 

15   
  formative assessment,  168, 

 298    
  full-class interaction,  18   

    game-like activity in tasks,  54, 
55   

  gapfi ll tests,  72, 85, 174, 176   
  genres,  37–8, 39   
  global method, defi nition,  299   
  gloss, defi nition,  299   
  grade expression 

  evaluative comments,  172   
  letters, words or phrases, 

 172   
  percentage,  171–2   
  profi les,  172    

  grading 
  components of the grade, 

 171   
  criteria,  170   
  criterion-referenced 

assessment,  170   
  fi nal grade,  170–2   

  individual-referenced 
assessment,  170   

  norm-referenced assessment, 
 170   

  practical tips,  172   
  ways to express grade,  171–2    

  grammar,  76–86  
  acceptable standards,  77–8   
  and meaning,  76   
  defi nition  76–7   
  how best to teach,  78–80   
  learning goals  30   
  practical tips on presenting, 

 81   
  presenting and explaining, 

 80–1   
  selection of items to teach, 

 35   
  teaching standard grammar, 

 77–8   
  teaching,  61   
  what students need to learn, 

 77–8    
  grammar assessment,  84–6  

  closed-ended test items,  85   
  open-ended test items,  86    

  grammar check, interaction 
patterns,  19, 20   

  grammar exercise evaluation, 
 46–7, 48   

  grammar practice,  82–4  
  interaction patterns,  19, 20    

  grammar tasks,  82–4  
  interest levels,  53–4    

  grammar-translation approach 
to teaching,  7   

  grammatical items,  60   
  group work,  19, 21,

 233–5  
  advantages,  234   
  fl uency testing,  181   
  problems and suggested 

solutions,  234–5   
  speaking activities,  118–19    

  ‘guessing defi nitions’ listening 
activity,  110   

  ‘guessing’ review task,
  70   

  guided gapfi lls, grammar,  85   
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    heterogeneous classes 
  advantages,  275–6   
  collaboration between 

learners,  278, 280   
  compulsory plus optional 

tasks,  279–80   
  individualization of choice, 

 277–8, 280   
  maintaining interest,  277, 

280   
  open-ending of activities, 

 278–9, 280   
  personalization,  277, 278, 

280   
  practical principles,  276–80   
  problems,  274–5   
  teaching high achievers,  281   
  teaching low achievers, 

 281–2   
  variation in activities, 

 276–7, 280    
  heterogeneous classes, student 

differences,  272–4  
  ability,  273   
  age or maturity,  272   
  attitude and motivation, 

 273   
  background and experience, 

 273–4   
  cognitive ability,  273   
  cultural background,  273   
  culture of learning,  274   
  gender-linked differences, 

 272   
  general knowledge,  273   
  intelligences,  273   
  interests,  273   
  knowledge of English,  273   
  knowledge of other 

languages,  273   
  learning experience,  274   
  learning style,  273   
  linguistic background,  273   
  personal characteristics,  273   
  personality,  273    

  high achievers, teaching,  281   
  higher-order thinking,  54, 55, 

229–30,  299    
  homework,  55–8  

  creative assignments,  56   
  feedback on homework 

tasks,  57   
  importance of,  55   
  practical tips,  57–8   
  preparing presentations,  56   
  previews and preparation, 

 56   
  projects,  56–7   
  routine review,  56   
  types of homework tasks, 

 56–7    
  homonyms,  61,  299    
  ‘how many can you 

remember’ review task,  70   
  hyponyms,  62,  299    

    idiomatic expressions,  64   
  immersion technique,  256, 

 299    
  implicit teaching and learning, 

 7, 78–9, 258,  299    
  incidental vocabulary teaching 

and learning,  64–5   
  individual work,  18, 21, 235–9   
  individualization in the 

regular classroom,  236–9  
  choice of activities,  277–8, 

280   
  computerized exercises,  237, 

238   
  level variation,  237, 238   
  quantity,  237, 238   
  questions for homework, 

 236, 238   
  readers,  237, 238   
  speed variation,  237, 238   
  task choice,  237, 238   
  teaching/learning focus, 

 237, 238   
  varied tasks,  236–7, 238   
  worksheets,  236, 237   
  writing,  237, 238    

  inductive process,  81,
  299    

  inferencing, defi nition,  299   
  ‘information’ activity, 

adapting,  113–14, 115   
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  ‘information’ writing task, 
 158, 159   

  informal spoken discourse, 
 103–5  

  body language,  105   
  brevity,  103   
  example,  103   
  facial expression,  105   
  grammar,  104   
  ‘noise’,  104   
  pronunciation,  104   
  redundancy,  104   
  varied accents,  105   
  vocabulary,  104    

  Initiation–Response–Feedback 
(IRF) interaction,  18, 228   

  in-service courses,  293   
  ‘instructions’ activity, 

adapting,  111–12, 114   
  ‘instructions’ writing task, 

 158, 159   
  instructor role of the teacher, 

 16–17   
  instrumental motivation,  10   
  integrative motivation,  10, 11   
  intensive language learning, 

 28–9   
  interaction patterns,  18–20  

  choral responses,  18   
  closed-ended teacher 

questioning (IRF),  18   
  collaboration,  18   
  full-class interaction,  18   
  group and pair work,  19   
  individual work,  18   
  IRF (Initiation–Response–

Feedback) interaction,  18   
  open-ended teacher 

questioning,  18   
  self-access,  19   
  student initiates, teacher 

answers,  18   
  teacher talk,  18    

  interaction patterns, 
appropriate use of,  19–20  

  comprehension check,  19, 
20   

  familiarization with text, 
 19, 20   

  grammar check,  19, 20   
  grammar practice,  19, 20   
  new vocabulary,  19, 20   
  oral fl uency,  19, 20   
  writing,  19, 20    

  interactive digital tools, 
 213–14   

  interactive whiteboard (IWB), 
 10, 212, 239   

  intercultural competence, 
 219–20   

  interest factor in task design, 
 45, 51–5  

  collaboration,  55   
  game-like activity,  55   
  grammar tasks,  53–4   
  higher-order thinking,  55   
  interpersonal 

communication,  55   
  open-ending,  55   
  personalization,  55   
  practical task design 

principles,  55   
  spelling tasks,  51–2, 54   
  student initiative,  55   
  success,  55   
  visual focus,  55   
  vocabulary tasks,  52–3, 

54    
  interesting activities,  277, 

280   
  Internet 

  homework research,  56   
  teaching materials,  212–13   
 See also  websites   

  interpersonal communication 
in tasks,  54, 55   

  ‘interpersonal communication’ 
writing task,  158, 
159   

  ‘interpretation’ listening 
activity,  110   

  ‘interview’ fl uency testing,  180   
  intonation,  129, 130   
  intrinsic motivation,  10–11   
  IRF (Initiation–Response–

Feedback) interaction,  18, 
228   

  IWB    See  interactive whiteboard  
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    KWL (Know – Want to know – 
Learnt),  146   

    L1 
  defi nition,  299   
  role in English teaching,  6   
  use in speaking tasks,  118, 

119    
  L2, defi nition,  299   
  language-acquisition theories, 

 6–7  
  cognitive process,  6   
  explicit teaching and 

learning,  7   
  habit-formation,  6   
  implicit teaching and 

learning,  7   
  intuitive acquisition,  6   
  skill-learning,  6    

  language learning 
  practical tips,  36   
  selection of features to 

teach,  35   
  teaching selected items, 

 35–6   
  use of texts,  34–7    

  language learning goals,  29–30  
  discourse analysis,  30   
  follow-up tasks,  30   
  grammar,  30   
  vocabulary,  29–30    

  language-learning task  See    task  
  learner autonomy,  16, 55, 

235–9   
  learner differences 

  age of learners,  256–70   
  heterogeneous classes, 

 272–82    
  learning disability,  281   
  Learning Management 

Systems (LMSs),  10, 58, 
163, 214, 241–2,  299    

  learning styles,  273   
  lesson 

  defi nition,  14   
  interaction patterns,  18–20   
  metaphors for,  14–16    

  lesson observation,  285–9   

  lesson perspectives,  14–16  
  ‘climbing a mountain’ 

metaphor,  14, 15   
  ‘consulting a doctor’ 

metaphor,  14, 15   
  ‘conversation’ metaphor,  14, 

15, 16   
  cooperative interaction,  15   
  ‘eating a meal’ metaphor, 

 14, 15   
  ‘football game’ metaphor, 

 14, 15   
  goal-oriented effort 

involving hard work,  15   
  interesting or enjoyable 

experience,  15   
  ‘menu’ metaphor,  14, 16   
  role-based culture,  15   
  series of free choices,  16   
  social event with elements 

of ceremony,  15   
  ‘television show’ metaphor, 

 14, 15   
  ‘wedding’ metaphor,  14, 15    

  lesson plans   See   written lesson 
plans  

  lesson preparation,  21–3  
  duration of the lesson,  21   
  homework,  23   
  possible components,  21   
  practical tips,  22–3   
  reserve activities,  23   
  timing,  23   
  ways to vary lessons,  21–2    

  lesson variations 
  active-passive,  22   
  diffi culty,  22   
  materials,  22   
  mode and skill,  22   
  mood,  22   
  organization,  21   
  stir-settle activities,  22   
  tempo,  21   
  topic,  22    

  letters   see   alphabet  
  ‘letters in words’ reading task, 

 140   
  Lexical Frequency Profi le,  73   
  lexical items,  60,  299    
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  listening 
  problems in teaching,  101–2   
  teaching goals,  102–3    

  listening activities 
  adapting,  111–15   
  complexity of response 

required,  108–9   
  extended responses,  109, 

110   
  longer responses,  109, 110   
  no overt response,  108, 109   
  short responses,  108, 109   
  types of activities,  108–11    

  listening activity text,  103–6  
  features of informal spoken 

discourse,  103–5   
  practical tips,  105–6    

  listening comprehension task 
evaluation,  46, 48   

  listening comprehension 
testing,  179   

  listening task design,  106–8  
  criteria,  106   
  exceptions to guidelines, 

 107–8   
  expectations,  106–7   
  interest,  107   
  no preparation,  108   
  no task (‘taskless tasks’),  108   
  ongoing listener response, 

 107   
  practical design tips,  108   
  purpose,  107   
  selective listening,  107    

  listening texts,  29   
  literature, role in an English 

course,  223–5   
  LMSs (Learning Management 

Systems),  10, 58, 163, 214, 
241–2,  299    

  ‘long gapfi lling’ listening 
activity,  110   

  low achievers, teaching,  281–2   
  lower-order thinking,  229–30, 

 299    

    manager role of the teacher,  17   
  ‘matching’ test items,  85, 174, 176   

  materials,  197–214  
  adapting course materials, 

 203–9   
  advantages of coursebooks, 

 197–9   
  alternatives to the 

coursebook,  197   
  coursebook evaluation and 

selection,  199–203   
  disadvantages of 

coursebooks,  197–8   
  supplementary materials 

(digital),  212–14   
  supplementary materials 

(paper),  210–12   
  variations in lessons,  22    

  materials writing,  295   
  meaning of words,  61   
  meaning relationships 

between words,  62–3   
  meanings (denotation) task, 

 62, 75   
  memory, making vocabulary 

memorable,  66–9   
  memory activity,  67–8   
  mentors, for teachers,  285   
  ‘menu’ metaphor,  14, 16   
  metalanguage,  299   
  metalinguistic, defi nition,  299   
  metalinguistic feedback,  95   
  metaphors for lesson,  14–16   
   Microsoft Word ,  10   
  minimal pairs,  299   
  ‘mistake correction’ test items, 

 175, 177   
  mixed classes   See  

 heterogeneous classes  
  mnemonic, defi nition,  299   
  mobile phone, word lists on, 

 71   
  modals,  76, 84   
  mode, variation in lessons,  22   
  model role of the teacher,  17   
  mood, variation in lessons,  22   
  Moodle,  58   
  morphemes,  63,  299    
  morphology,  30, 77,  299    
  motivation,  10–11  

  and age of learner,  258   
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  and interest,  45   
  extrinsic,  10   
  fl uent reading,  143, 145   
  instrumental,  10   
  integrative,  10, 11   
  intrinsic,  10–11   
  low achievers,  281   
  raising expectations and 

curiosity,  31   
  role of the teacher,  18   
  self and personal identity, 

 11   
  student differences,  273   
  types of,  10–11   
  ways to motivate learners, 

 11    
  multicultural awareness,  5–6   
  multilingualism,  220   
  multiple-choice questions,  72, 

85, 174, 176   
  multiple intelligences theory, 

 273   

    new coinages/combinations, 
 63   

  new vocabulary, interaction 
patterns,  19, 20   

  ‘noise’,  104,  299    
  ‘Norman invasion’ listening 

text, adapting,  113–14, 
115   

  note-taking, listening activity, 
 110   

    ‘obeying instructions’ 
listening activity,  109   

  one-to-one matching tests,  72   
  online chat,  2, 3, 10   
  online vocabulary lists,  65   
  open-ended form 

  activities,  278–9, 280   
  defi nition,  299   
  questions,  229, 230   
  sentence completion,  86   
  tasks,  54, 55   
  teacher questioning,  18   
  test items,  86    

  oral correction,  92–3, 94–6  
  clarifi cation request,  95   
  during fl uent speech,  96   
  effectiveness of different 

techniques,  95–6   
  elicitation,  95   
  explicit correction,  95   
  metalinguistic feedback,  95   
  recast,  94–5   
  repetition,  95    

  oral fl uency, interaction 
patterns,  19, 20   

  oral fl uency activities, topic-
based and task-based, 
 120–2   

    pair work,  19, 21, 233–5  
  advantages,  234   
  fl uency testing,  181   
  problems and suggested 

solutions,  234–5   
  speaking activities,  118–19    

  paraphrase, cohesive device, 
 39   

  ‘paraphrasing’ listening 
activity,  110   

  peer-teaching,  299   
  personal identity, and 

motivation,  11   
  personalization of tasks,  54, 

55, 277, 278, 280   
  ‘persuasion’ writing task,  158, 

159   
  phoneme, defi nition,  299   
  phonemic awareness,  136–8, 

 300    
  phonic method of learning 

letters,  138–9,  300    
  phonology,  300   
  phrase comprehension reading 

tasks,  142   
  ‘picture description’ fl uency 

testing,  181   
  ‘picture differences’ speaking 

activity,  123, 124, 125   
  pictures, materials with,  212   
  plosives,  130,  300    
  portfolio,  170   
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  possessive forms,  39   
  post-communicative approach 

to teaching,  7, 8–9   
  posters,  212   
  post-test comprehension 

questions,  31, 42   
   PowerPoint ,  10, 57, 128   
  PPP (Presentation, Practice, 

Production) model,  7, 8, 
 300    

  prefi xes,  63, 163,  300    
  prepositions,  76   
  presentations,  126–8  

  advice to students,  127–8   
  fl uency testing,  181   
  long presentations,  127   
  medium-length 

presentation,  127   
  preparing at home,  56   
  short presentations,  126–7   
  structure,  38   
  types of,  126–8   
  writing task,  160    

  ‘problem-solving’ listening 
activity,  110   

  process writing,  160  
  error correction,  162   
  FAQs about feedback,  161–3   
  fi rst draft,  161   
  practical tips,  163    

  projects, as homework,  56–7   
  pronouns,  39   
  pronunciation,  128–31  

  accents,  128, 129   
  defi nition,  128   
  features of,  128   
  how to teach,  130–1   
  informal discourse,  104   
  intonation,  129, 130   
  items which may need 

explicit teaching,  130   
  native accents,  128   
  rhythm,  129, 130   
  sounds,  128–9   
  stress,  129–30   
  stress-timing,  129   
  syllable-timing,  129   
  teaching,  61    

  punctuation,  35, 164–5   

    questioning   See   teacher 
questioning  

  Quick Bingo review task,  70   

    reading,  133–47  
  and coherence of text,  135, 

136   
  and understanding,  134–6   
  aspects of successful reading, 

 133–6   
  assumptions about the 

nature of,  133–6   
  benefi ts of silent reading, 

 136   
  bottom-up reading strategy, 

 135   
  compared to decoding, 

 133–4, 135, 136   
  defi nition,  133   
  extensive reading,  146–7   
  fl uent reading,  143–6   
  for meaning,  134, 135–6   
  for pleasure (extensive 

reading),  146–7   
  for understanding,  32   
  speed of,  135   
  top-down reading strategy, 

 135    
  reading aloud,  72, 136   
  reading comprehension 

testing,  179–80   
  reading for beginners 

  learning letters,  138–40   
  phonemic awareness,  136–8   
  practical principles,  138–40   
  reading tasks,  140–2   
  teaching decisions,  138   
  teaching guidelines,  138–40    

  realia, defi nition,  300   
  ‘recall and share’ dictation 

task,  165   
  ‘recall and share’ spelling task, 

 164   
  recast,  94–5   
  redundancy, defi nition,  300   
  reference books,  210   
  repetition 

  as cohesive device,  39   
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  oral correction,  95    
  ‘responses to literature’ writing 

task,  158, 159   
  ‘rewrite’ grammar test,  85   
  ‘rewrite’ test items,  175, 177   
  rhythm of English speech, 

 129, 130   
  ‘role play’ activity,  123–4, 126   

    ‘sandwich’ principle for text 
comprehension,  34   

  ‘say if you know it’ tests,  72   
  scanning,  110, 144   
  schwa, defi nition,  300   
  self-access,  19   
  self-access centres (SACs), 

 235–6   
  self-access exercises, websites, 

 213   
  self-assessment,  169–70   
  self-concept, and motivation,  11   
  sentence completion tests,  72, 

86, 175, 177   
  sentence comprehension 

reading tasks,  142   
  single-item review tasks,  70   
  skill level, variation in lessons, 

 22   
  skimming,  110, 143, 144, 146   
  social networking,  3, 10   
  ‘solving a problem’ speaking 

activity,  125, 126   
  songs,  109   
  speaking,  117–31  

  fi nding things to say,  118   
  fl uency testing,  180–1   
  how to teach pronunciation, 

 130–1   
  items which may need 

explicit teaching,  130   
  L1 use,  118   
  low participation of 

individuals,  118   
  problems in teaching,  118   
  shyness and inhibition,  118   
  teaching goals,  117–18   
  teaching pronunciation, 

 128–31    

  speaking activities 
  correcting errors,  119–20   
  discussion leaders,  119   
  feedback,  120   
  group and pair work,  118–19   
  L1 monitors,  119   
  practical tips,  119–20    

  speaking activity design 
  oral fl uency activities,  120–2   
  practical design principles, 

 118–19   
  presentations,  126–8   
  sample activities,  122–6   
  task-based activities,  120–2   
  topic-based activities,  120–2    

  spelling,  61  
  advice to students,  164   
  basic spelling rules,  163–4   
  practice tasks,  164   
  selection of items to teach,  35    

  spelling tasks 
  evaluation,  45–6, 

47–8   
  interest levels,  51–2, 54    

  SQ3R (Survey, Question, Read, 
Recall, Review),  146   

  staff meetings,  285   
  standard grammar,  77–8   
  standards of grammatical 

acceptability,  77–8   
  stir-settle activities, variation 

in lessons,  22   
  stories,  109   
  stress on words,  129–30   
  stress-timing in English,  129   
  structure of a text,  38–9   
  student differences   See   age of 

learners  heterogeneous 
classes  

  student feedback,  91–4, 265–8, 
291–2   

  ‘student initiates, teacher 
answers’ interaction,  18   

  student initiative in tasks,  54, 
55   

  student self-discipline,  248   
  style of a text,  38   
  success-orientation in tasks, 

 44, 54, 55   
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  suffi xes,  63, 77, 163,  300    
  ‘summarising’ listening 

activity,  110   
  summative assessment,  167–8, 

 300    
  superordinates,  62,  300    
  support role of the teacher,  17   
  sustained silent reading (SSR), 

 146–7   
  syllable-timing,  129   
  syllabus,  185–95  

  analytic syllabuses,  185   
  basic features,  185–6   
  defi nition,  185   
  evaluation,  193–5   
  functional-notional syllabus, 

 188–9   
  grammatical syllabus,  186–7   
  lexical syllabus,  187   
  mixed syllabus,  190   
  multi-strand syllabus,  190   
  situational syllabus,  187–8   
  standards-based syllabus, 

 188, 189–90   
  structural syllabus,  186–7   
  synthetic syllabuses,  185   
  topic-based syllabus,  187–8   
  types of language syllabus, 

 186–90   
  using an approved syllabus, 

 190–3    
  synchronous, defi nition,  300   
  synchronous computer-

mediated interaction,  242   
  synonyms,  62,  300    
  syntax,  30, 77,  300    

    target culture,  5   
  target language,  300   
  task 

  defi nition,  43   
  objectives,  43    

  task-based speaking activities, 
 120–2   

  task design,  43–4  
  heterogeneity (of demand 

and level),  44–5   
  interest,  45   

  quantity of language 
activity,  44   

  success-orientation,  44   
  validity,  43    

  task evaluation,  45–9  
  grammar exercise,  46–7, 48   
  listening comprehension 

task,  46, 48   
  spelling task,  45–6, 47–8   
  vocabulary task,  47, 48–9    

  task organization,  49–51  
  brevity,  49   
  checking understanding, 

 50   
  class attention,  49   
  examples,  49   
  feedback,  50   
  instructions,  49–50   
  ongoing support,  50   
  practical tips,  51   
  repetition,  49   
  showing appreciation for 

the results,  50   
  summarizing and 

evaluating,  50    
  teachability hypothesis 

(Pienemann),  79   
  teacher, native and non-native 

speakers,  5   
  teacher development,  284–96  

  classroom research,  295–6   
  collaborative discussion 

with colleagues,  290–1   
  conferences,  293–4   
  criteria for lesson 

evaluation,  286–7   
  fi rst year of teaching,  284–5   
  in-service courses,  293   
  lesson observation,  285–9   
  materials writing,  295   
  mentors,  285   
  ongoing development, 

 289–92   
  personal refl ection,  289–90   
  refl ect and talk it over,  285   
  sharing techniques and 

methods,  294–5   
  staff meetings,  285   
  student feedback,  291–2   
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  through further study, 
 292–4   

  through reading,  292–3   
  university study,  293   
  your contribution to further 

development,  294–6    
  teacher handbooks,  210   
  teacher questioning,  228–33  

  activation,  228–9   
  closed-ended questions,  229, 

230   
  communicative 

authenticity,  229   
  display questions,  229, 230   
  echoing student responses, 

 233   
  effective questioning,  230–1   
  genuine questions,  229, 230   
  higher-order,  229–30   
  IRF pattern,  228   
  length of expected response, 

 229, 230   
  level of thinking required, 

 229–30   
  lower-order,  229–30   
  number of expected 

responses,  229   
  open-ended questions,  229, 

230   
  practical tips,  233   
  purposes,  228–9   
  samples and comments, 

 231–3   
  wait time,  233    

  teacher roles and functions, 
 16–18  

  activator,  16, 17   
  assessor,  17   
  changing role of teachers, 

 16   
  instructor,  16–17   
  learner-centred approach,  16   
  manager,  17   
  model,  17   
  motivator,  18   
  provider of feedback,  17   
  supporter,  17    

  teacher talk in lessons,  18   
  teaching 

  aims,  6   
  language-acquisition 

theories,  6–7   
  language standards,  4–5   
  role of English literature and 

culture,  5–6   
  role of  L1, 6    

  teaching approaches and 
methodologies,  7–9  

  audio-lingualism,  7, 8   
  communicative approach, 

 7, 8   
  direct method,  7   
  grammar-translation 

approach,  7   
  post-communicative 

approach,  7, 8–9   
  PPP (Presentation, Practice, 

Production),  7, 8    
  teaching priorities,  1–4  

  different styles of English,  2   
  different varieties of English, 

 2, 4   
  fl uency and accuracy,  1–2   
  vocabulary,  2–3   
  writing,  3–4    

  ‘television show’ metaphor, 
 14, 15   

  tempo variation in a lesson,  21   
  tenses,  76   
  tests/testing   See   assessment 

and testing  
  text 

  defi nition,  28–9   
  discourse analysis,  37–9   
  extensive language learning, 

 28–9   
  intensive language learning, 

 28–9   
  listening texts,  29    

  text teaching 
  comprehension of content, 

 30–4   
  follow-up tasks,  39–41   
  language learning,  34–7   
  selection of features to 

teach,  35    
  text teaching goals,  29–30  

  comprehension of content,  29   
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  language learning,  29–30    
  textbooks,  210   
  texting (SMS),  3   
   The Purist  (Ogden Nash),  39   
  ‘things in common’ speaking 

activity,  123, 126   
  ‘ticking off items’ listening 

activity,  109   
  time-limited tasks,  54, 55   
  top-down reading strategy, 

 135,  300    
  topic, variation in lessons,  22   
  topic-based speaking activities, 

 120–2   
  touch-typing skills,  156   
  ‘transformation’ test items,  85, 

175, 176–7   
  ‘translating’ listening activity, 

 110   
  translation,  62–3  

  tests,  72, 86, 175, 177    
  true/false test items,  109, 174, 

176   
   Twitter ,  3   
  typing skill,  3, 156   

    university study, teacher 
development,  293   

  ‘unscramble sentences’ test 
items,  175, 177   

  unvoiced consonants,  300   

    variation in activities,  276–7, 
280   

  visual focus in tasks,  54, 55   
  vocabulary,  60–73  

  appropriateness,  62   
  aspects of vocabulary 

knowledge,  60–3   
  collocation,  61   
  connotation,  62   
  defi nition,  60   
  denotation,  61   
  form of words,  61   
  frequency of an item,  65   
  grammar,  61   
  learning goals,  29–30   

  lexical items,  60   
  meaning relationships 

between words,  62–3   
  meaning,  61   
  pre-teaching,  31   
  pronunciation,  61   
  requirement to understand a 

text,  63–4   
  selection of items to teach, 

 35   
  spelling,  61   
  teaching priorities,  2–3   
  what students need to learn, 

 60–3   
  word formation,  63    

  vocabulary assessment,  71–3  
  test of overall vocabulary 

knowledge,  73   
  tests of target vocabulary, 

 71–2    
  Vocabulary Levels Test,  73   
  vocabulary lists,  65   
  vocabulary notebooks,  68   
  vocabulary review,  69–71  

  expanding rehearsal 
principle,  69   

  items in context,  70–1   
  practical tips,  71   
  review not testing,  69–70   
  single-item review tasks,  70   
  types of review tasks,  70–1    

  vocabulary tasks 
  evaluation,  47, 48–9   
  interest levels,  52–3, 54    

  vocabulary teaching 
  how best to teach,  63–5   
  making it memorable,  66–9   
  practical tips,  68–9   
  presenting new vocabulary, 

 66–9   
  selection of new vocabulary, 

 65   
  sources of new vocabulary, 

 65    
  vocabulary test formats,  72–3   
  voiced consonants, defi nition, 

 300   
  vowels, long and short,  130   
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    websites,  10  
  self-access exercises,  213   
  teaching materials,  212–13   

 see also   Internet   
  ‘wedding’ metaphor,  14, 15   
  ‘What more do you know 

about this word?’ tests,  72   
  ‘What’s in the picture?’ tests 72   
  wikis,  10, 163, 213, 240   
  word cards,  71   
  word families,  64   
  word formation,  63   
  word processor editing tools, 

 163   
  ‘wordsearch’ test items,  175, 

177   
  work cards,  211   
  worksheets,  211   
  writing,  150–65  

  academic writing,  158, 
159–60   

  beginner writing tasks, 
 156–7   

  capital letters,  165   
  characteristics of,  150–1   
  cursive writing,  155   
  direction of,  154   
  formal,  151–3   
  in class,  160   
  informal,  151–3   
  interaction patterns,  19, 20   
  presentations,  160   
  process writing,  160–3   
  punctuation,  164–5   
  speed and legibility of,  156   
  spelling,  163–4   

  structure,  38   
  tasks that promote fl uent 

writing,  157–60   
  teaching beginners,  153–7   
  teaching priorities,  3–4   
  teaching the letters,  153–7   
  teaching,  150   
  typing skills,  156   
  use of word processor 

editing tools,  163    
  writing in class,  160  

  collaborative planning,  160   
  fi ve-minute writing,  160   
  multiple contributions,  160    

  writing tasks, practical tips, 
 160   

  writing testing,  181–2  
  brief descriptions and 

dialogues, ,  181–2   
  compositions,  181    

  written correction FAQs,  98–9   
  written correction task,  96–8   
  written lesson plan,  23–6  

  adapting,  26   
  ‘later comment’ section,  26   
  lesson-plan template,  24–5   
  sharing with the class,  26   
  ways to use,  25–6    

    young learners 
  ability to learn languages, 

 256–8   
  learning process,  258   
  teaching methods,  258–64    

   YouTube  videos,  212   
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